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Fundamental:s ,of Gaarsand
Gear Manufa'cturing
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a 22-minute

Gears and Gear Manufacturing,"

of

video, "Fundamentals

which introduces

beginners

to

the gear busines .
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As for the other processes,
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ment, tooling
our buyers gui
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gears. Furthermore,
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as the fastest
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method

for external

of
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The video also comes

machine.

with a free study guide and review

quiz.
"Fundamentals

of Gears and Gear

able 10 SME members
To order. contact SME'
(800) 733-4769

Manufacturing"

for $229 and to non-members
customer

service center bytejephone

or by fax at (312) 240-8252.

Tell Us What You Think ...
Visil www.•• IIIt.chn0/ogy.com to
• R.lelllis column
• Request more information
• Contact ilia organization mentioned
• Make a suggestion
Or call 1841143Hi604 to talk to one of our editors!
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